
 

Ten principles for public service leadership – scan for leaders 

 

Score per section, taking an average of the questions in that section 

 

Question – apply to your organisational system. To what extent… 1-5  

1. Strong shared understanding of organisational and citizen purposes  

…do we ensure we know citizens’ purposes in engaging with our services?   

…do we ensure all employees know our organisational purpose?  

2. Measure and work to the fulfilment of organisational and citizen purpose  

…do we have adaptive measures of organisation and citizen purpose?  

…do we avoid creating de facto purpose by targeting other things?  

3. Design channels, processes, services to meet demand, reduce need, and support purpose  

….are our channels, processes, and services focused on achieving results in ‘citizen world’?  

4. Design the organisation, structures, ICT, accommodation and other enablers support (3)   

…do I understand the work of people two levels below me in the hierarchy?  

…do I maximise decision-making at the front-line consistent with organisational coherence?  

…do we have optimal learning at the centre from the front-line?  

5. Ensure clarity and fit of roles and tasks to create freedom within boundaries  

…do all my people have maximum discretion and clear boundaries?  

…do all my people have the maximum appropriate level of delegation?  

…do all my people have clarity about their role and task responsibilities?  

…is everyone asked to account for their role and task responsibilities?  

…is everyone matched to work that fits their levels of thinking and development?  

6. Intentionally shape the culture to support development and discretionary effort   

…am I actively shaping the culture of the organisation for the better?  

7. Are led and managed with an understanding of natural systemic patterns  

…am I taking a leadership stand that avoids the negative systemic patterns?  

…do all my people feel a sense of psychological safety?  

…do people go ‘above and beyond’ and add their own discretionary effort?  

8. Can deliver both technical and adaptive change effectively  

…am I explicitly framing both technical and adaptive change?  

…am I constructively reframing challenges?  

…do we minimise change subject to further negotiation, maximise shaping by participants?  

9. Support true ‘systems change’; create possibilities for citizens to make better choices for 
themselves (as they would evaluate it) 

 

…can I inquire into and understand the local system, intervene, and learn from the results?  

….are we empowering citizens to make better choices for themselves?  

10. Build a learning system at multiple levels, through constructive conversations, bravery, 
honesty, and reflective practice 

 

…are we actively learning at all three levels? Action, framing, and identity  

…are our discussions brave, honest, and making our sense-making discussable?  

TOTAL /50  
 


